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a b s t r a c t

Suicide is a leading cause of death in adolescents, but detection of its risk is often challenging. Many
mental illnesses share the common symptom of appetite loss and it is also known that people who suffer
from these illnesses are at greater risk of suicide. However, the relationship between appetite loss and
suicide risk has yet to be examined. For adolescents in particular, questions about appetite loss may be
easier to answer than sensitive questions regarding mental health. The present study aims to investigate
the association of appetite loss with suicidal ideation and self-harm in adolescents. Rates of adolescents
with suicidal ideation or self-harm associated with appetite-loss were examined in 18,250 Japanese
junior and senior high school students (aged 12e18) using a self-report questionnaire. Insomnia, a
physical symptom which has previously been associated with suicide risk, was also controlled for in the
analysis. Results showed that rates of adolescents with suicidal ideation or self-harm significantly
increased according to the degree of self-reported appetite loss. Similar results were observed for
insomnia. Odds ratios (ORs) for suicidal ideation and self-harm were 5.5 and 4.1 for adolescents with
appetite loss compared to those without it, and the ORs were 5.5 and 3.5 for those with insomnia
compared to those without it, respectively, adjusting for sex and age (p < 0.001). ORs remained statis-
tically significant after adjusting for depression/anxiety (General Health Questionnaire-12 score). In
conclusion, self-reported appetite loss was highly associated with suicidal ideation and self-harm in
adolescents; adolescents reporting physical symptoms such as loss of appetite or insomnia should be
given careful attention.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Suicide is a leading cause of death among adolescents world-
wide (Hawton, Saunders, & O'Connor, 2012; World Health

Organization, 2014). Early detection of suicide risk in adolescents
is critical for decreasing suicide rates and attempts, but presents a
difficult challenge for a number of reasons. For example, it has been
shown that adolescents tend to hesitate when seeking help and
answering sensitive questions about their psychological problems
(Gould et al., 2004; Rickwood, Frank, & Wilson, 2007), especially
when it comes to problems as serious and sensitive as suicide
(Deane, Wilson, & Ciarrochi, 2001; Kitagawa et al., 2014; Wilson,
Deane, Marshall, & Dalley, 2010). Moreover, in comparison to
adults, younger people tend to have difficulties recognizing mental
symptoms such as depressive feelings (Christensen, Cuijpers,
Reynolds, & Iii, 2016; Gulliver, Griffiths, & Christensen, 2010). As
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such, simple and easy-to-answer questions about the physical
symptoms significantly associated with suicidal problems have the
potential to improve detection of the risk of suicide in adolescents.

Mental illnesses such as depressive disorders are known to be
major risk factors of suicide (Hawton et al., 2012). Appetite loss is
one of the most commonly observed physical symptoms in people
withmental illnesses, and is also a diagnostic criterion for several of
these illnesses, including depressive disorders (American
Psychiaric Association, 2013). However, to our knowledge, only a
single study has examined the relationship between appetite loss
and suicide. This study (McGirr et al., 2007) observed significant
loss of appetite (and body weight) in subjects with major depres-
sive disorder (MDD, mean age ¼ 42 years) who completed suicide
compared with MDD subjects who had no suicide attempts. This
lack of research on the relationship between appetite loss and
suicide contrasts with an abundance of research about the links
between suicide and insomnia, another physical symptom
frequently observed in people with mental illnesses (Junker,
Bjorngaard, Gunnell, & Bjerkeset, 2014; McCall & Black, 2013;
Tang & Crane, 2006). A number of studies have observed signifi-
cant associations between suicide and insomnia in various pop-
ulations including adolescents, pointing to insomnia as a potential
predictor of suicidal thoughts and suicide risk (Cappuccio, D'Elia,
Strazzullo, & Miller, 2010; Goldstein, Bridge, & Brent, 2008).

While insomnia has been linked to suicidal ideation, it is un-
likely to be the only physical symptom which has the potential to
predict suicide risk; symptom presentation often differs between
individuals, and using additional physical indicators may improve
early detection. Appetite loss has the potential to act as a predictor
alongside insomnia (McGirr et al., 2007). Given its high prevalence
in mental illness, it may even be more informative, making it
worthwhile to investigate its associations with suicidal ideation
(Mann, 1998).

In the present study we investigated the relationship between
appetite loss and the risk of suicidal ideation and self-harm in ad-
olescents. Specifically, using a self-report questionnaire with grade
7e12 students, we examined whether having suicidal ideation or
experiencing self-harm was significantly correlated with suffering
appetite loss. In addition, we examined the associations between
these suicidal problems and insomnia.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

A cross-sectional survey of psychopathologies was conducted
between 2008 and 2009 in Kochi andMie prefectures in Japan. Data
were collected from students at 25 junior high schools (grade 7e9,
aged 12e15) and 28 senior high schools (grade 10e12, aged 15e18).
Of all students in those schools (n¼ 19,436), 798 (4.1%) were absent
on the days of the survey and 388 (2.0%) declined to participate.
Thus, a total of 18,250 students (93.9% of 19,436, 8992 males and
9112 females) agreed to participate in the survey. Due to incom-
plete data on appetite loss, insomnia, and demographics for 232
students, 18,018 responses comprised the final dataset. Of these
students, 8985 (49.7%) were male, and 9108 (50.3%) were female.

The principal investigators approached the principals of the
schools and requested their co-operation with the survey. If they
agreed, the principals then consulted with teachers and parents of
students, obtaining written parental informed consent. On the day
of the survey, teachers distributed a self-report questionnaire and
an envelope to each student, explaining that participation in the
study was anonymous and voluntary, and that strict confidentiality
would be maintained. Students completed and sealed question-
naires in the provided envelopes. Research staff collected the sealed

questionnaires at each school.
The study was planned and conducted in accordance with the

Ethical Guidelines for Epidemiological Research of Japan and
approved by the ethics committees of the Tokyo Metropolitan
Institute of Psychiatry, the Mie University School of Medicine, and
the Kochi Medical School at Kochi University.

2.2. Measures

The questionnaire included items on: 1) suicidal ideation, 2)
self-harm, 3) appetite, 4) insomnia, 5) depression/anxiety, and 6)
other variables including demographic characteristics such as sex
and age. An expert in child and adolescent psychology and three
teachers from the participating schools, including a Japanese lan-
guage teacher, examined the questions for age-appropriateness and
reading difficulty.

2.3. Suicidal ideation

Suicidal ideation was measured using the following question:
“Do you currently have thoughts that life is no longer worth
living?” as used in Paykel, Myers, Lindenthal,& Tanner,1974 (Paykel
et al., 1974). The participants selected one of four responses: “No”,
“Probably Not”, “Possibly Yes” and “Yes”. Only adolescents who
answered “Yes” were defined as having suicidal ideation because
we wanted to distinguish clear suicidal ideation from possible
depressive or negative but not suicidal thoughts.

2.4. Self-harm

Self-harm was measured using following question: “Did you
intentionally injure yourself within the past year?” The participants
were requested to answer “Yes” or “No”, and when the answer was
“Yes”, they were requested to give details about the injury. The
description of the details was scrutinized by two of the authors.
When the self-injury was found to be deliberate, it was considered
“self-harm”. It should be noted that although self-harm often
shows high comorbidity with suicide, it has also been shown that
not all self-injurious behaviors are on a continuum with suicide
(Muehlenkamp & Gutierrez, 2004).

2.5. Appetite loss

Appetite loss was measured using the following question:
“During the last week, how was your appetite?” Participants were
asked to select one of the following responses: “No appetite”
(appetite loss), “Not much appetite”, “Almost regular appetite”, and
“Regular appetite” (no appetite loss).

2.6. Insomnia

Insomnia was measured using the following question: “Do you
have difficulty in sleeping at night?” The participants were asked to
select one of the following responses: “Yes” (¼ insomnia), “A little
difficulty”, “Almost no difficulty” and “No” (¼ no insomnia).

2.7. Depression/anxiety

Depression/anxiety was evaluated using the Japanese version of
the 12-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) (Goldberg,
Rickels, Downing, & Hesbacher, 1976). A four-point scale with bi-
nary scoring (0011) was used for each of the questions. Responses
of ‘1’ were then added together to form the total score, giving a
range from 0 (lowest depression/anxiety symptoms) to 12 (highest
depression/anxiety symptoms).
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